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Editorial
Thank you for reading this, the latest issue of
CILIP ILIG’s Focus journal. Great to see and to
speak to so many CILIP ILIG members at the
CILIP Conference down in Brighton this month
(4-5 July) where it was also encouraging to see the
international aspect of what CILIP does so high up
on the agenda.
As you may well already know, CILIP President
Ayub Khan chose “International” as his theme
for his presidential year. Whilst at the CILIP
Conference, I made it to this year’s breakfast
seminar where I had the opportunity to hear Ayub
speaking about CILIP’s international priorities, as he also did at our CILIP ILIG
Annual General Meeting1 this April. CILIP is now seeking your input into the
important discussions taking place about its new International Policy. You can
take part in the survey here: https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/HMV26HJ
Do have a read of Chinese student and bursary winner Xindi Jiang’s summary
of the CILIP Conference in this issue as he gives us his take on his time in
Brighton. The Conference also gave attendees a chance to discuss the priorities
which the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
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(IFLA) has identified through its worldwide Global Vision discussions. You’ll
find a report from Global Vision inside this issue and IFLA continues to seek
feedback on a global scale for this important look into the future aims of the
library and information sector as a whole.
Also in this issue we have a report from Indian librarian S. L. Faisal on
the “Gift a Book and Get a Friend” scheme which promotes literacy and
free access to information whilst simultaneously enabling interaction between
schoolchildren in Kerala. We have a write-up from Charlotte Brown too about
her time in Greece working with the ECHO Refugee Library project which
she participated in through a CILIP John Campbell Trust bursary. Both provide
excellent examples of the work encouraged and identified as important in the
Global Vision report.

Phil Segall (left) and John Lake (former CILIP ILIG Focus editor) at the CILIP Conference
EUROLIS2 / CILIP ILIG stand at the 2018 CILIP Conference
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I hope we can continue to highlight examples of good practice in the
international library and information sphere within this journal and to inspire
as many professionals as possible within the sector to follow in their footsteps.
Philip Segall
References:
1
Khan, A. (2018) Towards a New International Policy for CILIP [Online] Available via SlideShare at:
https://www.slideshare.net/ayubWLIS/ayubs-presentation-to-cilip-international-group [Accessed 17 July
2018]
2
EUROLIS (2017) EUROLIS [Online] Available at: https://eurolis.wordpress.com [Accessed 19 July
2018]
You can also see video from Ayub’s CILIP ILIG AGM talk here: https://youtu.be/9urY_IhuOts
Find out more about the Presidential Commission on developing a CILIP International Policy here:
https://www.cilip.org.uk/general/custom.asp?page=PresidentialCommis
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‘Gift a Book and Get a Friend’:
Creating Connections through Sharing Books
by Mr S L Faisal*
A school library in Kerala, the
southernmost state of India, launched
a popular social responsibility initiative
in 2013, which was fittingly titled as
“Gift a Book and Get a Friend”.
The objective of the programme
was to provide students with better
opportunities to know about society
at large and other learning systems
in particular. Every year a nearby
less privileged school, in terms of
infrastructure and academic record,
has been selected as a partner. The
students of both schools become
friends through sharing books, telling

stories and collaboratively developing
a library.
Kendriya Vidyalaya (a school under
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sangathan (KVS),
an autonomous chain of 1100+
schools under the Human Resource
Development Ministry of Indian Union
Government) at Pattom, a suburb of
Thiruvananthapuram city, has built
a vibrant reading culture among its
users over the past decade through a
number of innovative practices like an
award winning online academic social
network Library Junction1, a popular
summer reading programme Face
*Mr. S. L. Faisal works as a librarian at
Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom, a secondary school
in Kerala, India. He holds a Postgraduate
Diploma in Journalism and earned an M.
Phil in Library and Information Science.
Currently, he is pursuing PhD in Library
and Information Science. Faisal is a winner
of IASL (International Association of School
Librarianship) International Excellence Award
(2012) and IASL School Librarianship Award
(2016). S. L. Faisal’s website can be found here:
web: www.slfaisal.com
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Students of both schools attending the programme

a Book Challenge2, a book sharing
initiative called “Little Open Library”,
a peer-to-peer reading programme
Read my Buddy3, a social responsibility
initiative Library-Social connect4 and
the information literacy initiatives
‘InfoLitIndia’ & ‘InfoBreak’. The school
has a well planned and effectively
implemented library programme
with an Annual Library Activity Plan
and Readers’ Club. Since 2008, the
library has been in the forefront for
integrating web 2.0 tools, especially
social media, as one of its core services
to share online resources and to reach
out to the new generation learners.
The Library blog5, E-Magazine6, Home

works Online Portal7, Facebook8 and
Twitter9 pages are considered as the
foremost of their kind among Indian
academic libraries.
“Gift a Book and Get a Friend”
is a programme under the social
responsibility initiative “Library-Social
Connect”, launched in 2013. The title
itself effectively summarises why this
initiative is being followed. Rather
than giving a financial contribution
or donation, the school plans a longterm relationship by forging friendships
through the mutual love for books. In
addition to helping children in schools
that lack a well-stocked library to get
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A student of KV Pattom presenting a book packet to a student of Govt UPS Palkulangara during
the first “Gift a Book & Get a Friend’ programme held on December 6, 2013. S. Neerada and V. Anil
Kumar, Principals of both schools are also seen.

access to the world of literature, the
programme also sensitises the Readers’
Club members to social reality beyond
the school walls.
The first edition of the programme
was held at Government Upper
Primary School, Palkulangara on
December 6, 2013. More than 450
good quality new and used books
were collected from students and
staff of Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom. The
48

books were in two languages, English
and Malayalam - the regional language.
All students of the partnering school
were gifted with book packets and a
separate set of books were donated
to the existing school library collection.
The programme is being organized
every academic year with a new
school. The schools so far covered
are Government Upper Primary
School, Palkulangara (6 December
2013), Government Upper Primary
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School, Ulloor (30 October 2014),
Government Lower Primary School,
Pettah (18 January 2016) and
Government High School Mannanthala
(10 January 2017) and Government
Model Upper Primary School,
Kumarapuram (12 December 2017).
The event tends to start with a brief
formal inauguration, in which Principals
of both of the schools, local body
representatives, parent representatives
and teachers participate. To add colour
to the occasion, members of the
Readers’ Club will jointly present a
cultural session with the students of
the partnering school which includes
songs, stories, book reviews, poems,

skits, quizzes and instrumental music.
The students will also be gifted
with sweets, writing materials, cards
and toys. There is also a short tour,
during which the students will be
taken to different areas of the school
campus. This encourages free and
open interaction, through sharing of
experiences with students, teachers
and other staff. This will help the
students of both schools to become
more confident in confronting
the social realities and to develop
compassion towards the needy. The
connections made with the partnering
school through the programme will be
kept intact in future through further

Sharing the joy of books & reading
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Partnering schools hold cultural sessions which are a lot of fun!

Students of both schools with S. L. Faisal during the 4th Edition of the programme held at
Govt HS Mannanthala on 10 January 2017
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collaborative initiatives, such as the
sharing of resources, teacher exchange
programmes and redesigning or
resource development of the school
library.
The “Gift a Book and Get a Friend”
programme could harness good media
attention.The programme is now being
replicated in many schools around the
country. Details of the initiative are
available on the project’s blog: https://
librarysocialconnect.wordpress.com
and on the Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom
Library Facebook page: https://www.
facebook.com/LibraryKVPattom.
References
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S. L. Faisal (2017) Let’s meet @ Library Junction
[Online] Available at: https://www.slav.vic.edu.au/
synergy/volume-9-number-2-2011/perspectivesglobal/176-lets-meet-at-library-junction.html
[Accessed 26 Apr 2018]
2
Face a Book Challenge (2018) Face a Book –
Challenge a Reader; Challenge a Leader [Online]
Available at: http://www.faceabook.info [Accessed
26 Apr 2018]
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Read my Buddy (2016) Read my Buddy – Let’s
READ together [Online] Available at: https://
readmybuddy.wordpress.com [Accessed 26 Apr
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Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom Library (2017)
Library-Social Connect; Connecting People through
Books and Reading [Online] Available at: https://
librarysocialconnect.wordpress.com [Accessed 26
Apr 2018]
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LIBRARY@KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA PATTOM
[Online] Available at: https://librarykvpattom.
wordpress.com [Accessed 26 Apr 2018]
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[Online] Available at: https://libzine.wordpress.com
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Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom Library (2018) Library
Kendriya Vidyalaya Pattom [Online] Available
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ILIG on Facebook

If you’re on Facebook, why don’t you join us?
www.facebook.com/groups/13131232426
Make contact with librarians around the world and start networking!
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ECHO Library Refugee Project
A report by John Campbell Trust Bursary recipient
Charlotte Brown* on her tour, undertaken in March 2018
The trip
I stayed for just under two weeks and
my time was split between running
library sessions outside community
centres, inside camps, cataloguing
and organising, seeing the sights and
escaping the ‘Beast from the East’†.
Week 1
“It will be intense” – John, Coordinator at ECHO
John was right. I arrived into
Athens at 3.50am, having flown from
Heathrow at 10pm (after work). You
could say I was slightly tired on my
first day of volunteering for the mobile
library. However, after a strong coffee
and an overly sweet pastry, I found
the first of the four social centres I
would be visiting. I went to meet Ben,
the temporary driver who was filling
in while John was away in the UK. We
met at Khora - a very well organised
community centre that hosted
language lessons, a tools workshop, a

volunteer-run kitchen and café, a free
shop, legal advice and a music room.
During this first week I got a quick
tour - the following week I would
get the chance to spend some time
in the ‘women only’ space, helping to
ensure books were reaching out to
more women. After Khora, we then
we moved on to the second stop of
our day: Jafra.
Jafra is a centre run by refugees
which aims to empower other refugees
through various social programmes,
including language lessons, sports,
arts, training, relief parcel distribution
and shelters for women. We parked
haphazardly outside the centre with
help from many people and ended up
diagonally crossing the driveway, Greek
style.
Ben and I set up the library as best
as we could, making sure the shelves
looked neat and that the tables and

*Charlotte works for Bristol Public Libraries as a Library
Assistant and also recently completed a Postgraduate Diploma
in Library and Information Management at the University of
Ulster. Charlotte was thrilled to have been awarded a John
Campbell Trust bursary, which allowed her to spend two weeks
volunteering with the Education Community Hope Opportunity
(ECHO) Refugee Library in Athens in March 2018.
†

Editor’s note: the ‘Beast from the East’ here refers to the colloquial term
for a period of very bad weather in the UK and parts of northern
Europe in the spring of 2018
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Charlotte arriving in Jafra

chairs were removed. It wasn’t long
though before we got our first visitors
and I hadn’t even worked out where
everything was kept yet. I remembered
John had told me to record the names
of those borrowing books, to try and
get phone numbers and to write down
the codes from the inside cover of the
book. By the end of the session I had
just about got my bearings, although
in the flurry of activity I accidently
loaned some books that were not to
be loaned... oops.
The next day and Victoria Street
Social Centre was first on our list;
a Spanish-run initiative which had

grown from an aid distribution point
for women and children into a place
for learning and activities. It was still a
work in progress and we hoped to get
some of the women to start using the
library service, even though many who
visited were illiterate. This didn’t seem
to faze Aliki, ECHO’s Greek Librarian
who taught Greek at the centre and
declared that it didn’t matter if they
couldn’t read in their mother tongue,
they would learn Greek instead. (This
author is slightly doubtful, my meagre
grasp of the language gave me the
impression that Greek was in fact very
difficult).
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We moved on the Velos, a centre set
up for boys to help with education and
activities. They were really enthusiastic
to borrow books and I found out that
a few of them were avid readers and
had even donated books themselves to
ECHO Library. We loaned out quite a
few books in English, Farsi and Arabic
and as the relationship was strong
between the centre and the library, we
were sure to get the books back. It
was very refreshing to have teenagers
so keen to read – it is not the case in
my library back home in Bristol!
We went to the Eleonas camp on
Friday, which was on the outskirts of
Athens and took some time to get
to. This was my first experience of
an official refugee camp. My other
experiences were in Calais, France

where I had also volunteered for a
radical library (amongst other things).
This was very different from that. It
was very clean and tidy, with small
caravans for people to live in and
we parked the van somewhere in
the middle, near a covered space and
basketball court. There was no tear
gas or leaking toilets but all the same,
to be cooped up in small living areas
without much to do and an uncertain
future must bring anxiety, boredom,
and disempowerment. As such, we
got quite a lot of attention from the
younger residents who wanted to play
but our plan to catalogue the books
we had left in the camp’s library was
thwarted due to timetable clashes, so
we set about cataloguing the books in
the van itself. The cataloguing system
that the two founders of the project –

ECHO Library volunteers eating falafel
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Graffiti in Exarchia

Esther and Laura - had set up seemed
to work well – the first three letters
of each book’s language followed by a
numerical code. As Aliki commented,
“we don’t need library of congress
here!”.
The best thing about the day was
that a resident was selling falafel – for
one Euro! I happily munched it, very
happy due to forgetting to bring any
lunch.
At the weekend I wandered around
old ruins which lie everywhere in
Athens, you can run into them almost
by chance. I happened to be there on
the first Sunday of the month, when
everything is free. I took in all the
amazing graffiti which is absolutely
everywhere, especially where I was

staying in Exarchia, and rivalled that
of Bristol (sorry Banksy, this stuff is
good).
Week 2
The first part of the week was taken
up with cataloguing so I did lots of
spreadsheets and classifying, with the
help of Ben and Aliki. John came back
from the UK on Wednesday, and we
started our rounds again. I realised that
John seemed to revel in driving wildly
down the winding and chaotic streets
of Athens, like a true Grecian. Esther
and Laura had told me that “every day
is different” and that was proved to
be true. There was never any way of
telling how popular or well used the
service would be, what people would
ask for. Some days we got people
asking for books on Engineering or
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Business Studies, other days people
would ask for books on ABC (/basic)
English, others for romance novels
in Farsi. At Khora we loaned some
books to two teenagers who had been
put in prison, after asking someone at
the centre to find suitable books in
Arabic and Urdu for them.
And on Friday we decided to
catalogue books again - but this time
on the beach! The good thing about
having a mobile library is exactly
that. We drove ‘Gary’ to a beach in
Marathonas, near the battle and the
famous messenger route. John even
went swimming, even though it was
windy and cold. It was on this day I
found the manual for the library in a
box…slightly too late!

The weekend was lovely and warm
however, so I went to another beach
and when we came back to town we
stumbled across an amazing Greek
music session – it was in a tiny bar
with no name. My new Greek friend
explained what they were singing
about – war, love and exile (it was as
I guessed, really) and the whole tiny
room sang along passionately.
Before getting our flight back we
had time to visit another refugee
camp called Ritsona, an hour and a half
north of the city. ECHO hadn’t visited
the camp for about six months due
to some co-ordination difficulties, so
it was great to be there to talk with
the other organisations and volunteers
at the camp and to be shown around.
The camp had a wooded area which

Cataloguing on the beach
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I imagined gave some well needed
shade in the summer months and
there was a football pitch, a dedicated
children’s area and team with a
communal kitchen. We rocked up
in our increasingly battered mobile
library and explained to the residents
what we were doing and that we
planned to establish a regular routine
of weekly visits and how the project
worked. At this camp (and many of
the camps in around Athens) they
were many refugees from Kurdistan,
so books in Kurdish were requested
a lot. Unfortunately, the project had
hardly any Kurdish language resources,
but we noted the requests. The fact
that there were large numbers of

Kurdish people made the invasion of
Turkey into Afrin (in Kurdistan) seem
even more shocking and whilst I
was in Athens we had seen protests
outside the Turkish Embassy.
I came away from the experience
feeling very lucky to have been part
of such a great project and to have
met such amazing people. I feel very
inspired to carry out some research
with refugee communities in mind and
to continue volunteering for similar
projects.
For more information about ECHO
Refugee Library, see their website
http://echo-greece.org/projects/
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CILIP Conference 2018: Spotlight
by Information Management student Xindi Jiang*

Editor’s note: Xindi originally wrote this article as a
blog post for the Information School News section
of the University of Sheffield Information School
(IS) website. This has been reproduced here in full
with kind permission from the author.

I was very honoured to have the
opportunity to attend the 2018 CILIP
Conference in Brighton with a student
bursary from the Information School
at the University of Sheffield. The
CILIP Conference is one of the most
important events for the library and
information professionals in the UK. As
an international student from China,
this is not only an opportunity for
engagement and communication with
library and information professionals,
but also a chance to learn more about
the history and development of library
and information management in the
UK. During the conference, I found
that the professionals’ discussions and
speeches focused on the UK while
also focusing on the worldwide library
and information field. This made it easy
for me to understand the discussions
of the professionals.
This was my first time attending the

CILIP Conference. What excited me
was not only the conference, but also
the Information School’s exhibition
stand. During the two-day conference,
I not only discussed the conference
with others through Twitter, but
also shared my experience at the
Information School with many people
in person at the stand.
The two-day conference schedule
was packed with different keynote
presentations and nearly thirty
group seminars. Each session was
very appealing and triggered intense
thinking about related topics. The
most attractive seminar to me
was ‘Knowledge and Information
Management’, delivered by Knowledge
et al Managing Partner Paul J. Corney1,
Morgan Stanley Global Head of
Business Information Services Stephen
Phillips, and CJ Anderson. The House
of Commons Librarian Penny Young
also participated in this seminar.
During the Knowledge and
Information Management seminar,
Paul J. Corney mentioned that ‘today’s
digital workplace is a rich, diverse, shifting
Xindi is a Chinese student currently studying at the
University of Sheffield Information School (IS) and
was a first-timer at the CILIP Conference in 2018.
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environment’. Then, he talked about
three issues addressed by Artificial
Intelligence (AI). For example, he
said that “by leveraging the power of
algorithm-driven automation and data
analytics to ‘productize’ aspect of their
work, a number of innovative firms are
finding that, like Google and Adobe, they
can increase margins as they grow, while
giving clients better service at prices that
competitors can’t match”.
This was a good point of inspiration for
me. Although I have not really worked
in this field, this view has caused me
to think about innovative companies
from the perspective of information
and knowledge management, and
wonder how they can do better.

Paul J. Corney also give a definition
of the ‘Knowledgeur’, which is ‘an
entrepreneur who makes use of his/
her/others’ knowledge in one activity or
market and applies it for beneficial use
in another’. He also outlined the core
skills of a knowledgeur, and future
roles of the knowledge manager:
Investigate, Navigate, Negotiate,
Facilitate, Collaborate, Communicate,
Curate and Celebrate. I am lifelong
learner. These seven core skills will
guide me in my future career. I will
continue to think deeply and draw on
them in my future studies and work.
Overall, this conference is a memorable
and valuable experience. I would like
to express my sincere thanks to the

Xindi with other students at the CILIP Conference 2018
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Paul J. Corney speaking at the CILIP Conference 2018 Knowledge and
Information Management seminar

University of Sheffield Information
School for this valuable opportunity
and student bursary. I also hope that
I can improve my learning ability and
professional knowledge through more
such learning opportunities.

Reference
1
Twitter (2018) Paul J. Corney [Online]
Available at: https://twitter.com/PaulJCorney
[Accessed 19 July 18]

New Treasurer (& more Committee Members)
urgently required
CILIP ILIG has for some time now required a new Treasurer to take
over from Kathleen Ladizesky. Kathleen has done a wonderful job since
1993, but would like to hand this over to someone new. A more detailed
job advert will be available soon, but if you would like to discuss this
opportunity, please email our Chair, Ian, or Secretary, Anna.
As well as Treasurer, we welcome and need new members. If you are
interested, please do get in touch with Ian or Anna.
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Evidence for Global and Disaster
Health – NEW IFLA Special
Interest Group
Evidence for Global and Disaster
Health [E4GDH1] is the International
Federation of Library Association and
Institution’s (IFLA) newest Special
Interest Group. Approved in January
2018, E4GDH came out of earlier
discussions about the potential roles
librarians can play in global and
disaster health. Informed by a briefing
paper2, emanating from research
under the auspices of Public Health
England, exploratory meetings were
held during the joint ICML/EAHIL
meeting in Dublin 2017 and at
the IFLA Congress, later in the year.
Although new, E4GDH is already
having an impact; notably contributing
to the IFLA statement on Disaster
Risk Response – A brief on Libraries
and the Sendai Framework3 and
planning a one-day satellite meeting
to be held 23 August before this
year’s IFLA Congress in Kuala Lumpur.
E4GDH is sponsored by IFLA’s Health
& Biosciences Libraries Section.
All are welcome to the satellite
meeting, which focuses on “Where
are we now – and where do we
need to be?” There will be papers
on building and sharing the evidence
base for global health and disaster
risk reduction, from published articles
and open data to unpublished grey
literature; bringing perspectives from
Australia, Philippines, South Africa, USA
and the UK. The afternoon parallel
sessions are story-telling / knowledge
sharing (with opening stories from
Rwanda and UK) and a workshop on

finding the evidence for disaster health.
The early evening informal, based on
the ILIG model, will include a short talk
on the value and impact of librarians in
health library and information services.
The full programme is available on the
satellite meeting website4.
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14th International Conference
on Webometrics, Informetrics
and Scientometrics (WIS) &
19th COLLNET Meeting
December 5 - 8, 2018 Macau (China)
http://socio.org.uk/collnet2018/
Hosted by Department of Computer
and Information Science Faculty of
Science and Technology, University of
Macau, Macau (China) & COLLNET
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News from Around the World

Call for Papers (deadline extended)
Scope: The broad focus of the
conference is on collaboration
and communication in science and
technology; science policy; quantitative
aspects of science; and combination
and integration of qualitative and
quantitative approaches in the study
of scientific practices. The conference
thus aims to contribute to evidencebased and informed knowledge about
scientific research and practices
which in turn may further provide
input to institutional, regional, national
and international research and
innovation policy-making. Theoretical,
methodological and applied aspects,
for example: - Emerging issues in
Scientometrics / Informetrics /
webometrics and history - Science
Policy and collaboration - New Metrics
(Altmetrics), their Potential Value
and their Relationship to Established
Measures - Collaboration Studies for
Science & Society - Collaboration,
Knowledge Management & Industrial
Partnership - Collaborative Bridge
between Academic Research
and Industry - Techniques for
Collaboration Studies - Visualization
Techniques in Collaboration Studies
- Quantitative Analysis of S&T
Innovations - Informetrics Laws and
Distributions, Mathematical Models
of Communication and Collaboration
- Nature and Growth of Science and
of Collaboration in Science and its
Relation with Technological Output Evaluation Indicators - Collaboration
in Science and in Technology from both
Quantitative and Qualitative Points of
View. Please note that these examples
62

listed above give a broad outline of the
scope of the workshop theme but do
not limit it.
IFLA Global Vision Report
Summary
The International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions’
(IFLA) Summary Report from its
Global Vision consultation can be
found overleaf. IFLA has issued this
statement regarding its findings:
“The challenges facing the library
field from ever-increasing globalisation
can only be met and overcome by
an inclusive, global response from a
united library field. This is why IFLA
has engaged thousands of librarians
and library friends in IFLA’s Global
Vision discussion – a venture that will
generate a united library field roadmap
for the future. IFLA’s eagerly-awaited
Global Vision Report Summary reveals
incredible insights into the views of
over 31,000 participants from 190
UN Member States across all seven
continents. Overwhelmingly, the most
important key finding from the global
vision discussion is the discovery that
we are globally united in our goals.
Across regions, library types and length
of engagement with libraries, we share
a deep commitment to the enduring
value and role of libraries. This gives
us a strong foundation in which to
explore how a connected library field
can meet the challenges of the future.”
More information can be found here:
https://www.ifla.org/globalvision
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Report Summary
Top 10 Highlights and Opportunities

190

469,152

ALL

UN Member States
on 7 continents

years of
library experience

generations and
library types

9,291

185

21,772

workshop participants

workshops

online votes
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CILIP ILIG Business
Big Ideas - Big Impact - for BIG return
Today can be the day you start to make a BIG impact
How to demonstrate impact in 5 easy steps

Date: Friday 2nd November, 2018
Time 10.00am– 4.00pm
Venue: CILIP HQ, 7 Ridgmount Street, WC1E 7AE
Registration: 9.30am
This practical workshop is for information specialists and librarians
who want to explore what it means to demonstrate impact to their
users, stakeholders and wider networks. The facilitators will share their
collective experience of demonstrating impact in their organisations and will
showcase some of the impact tools available. Participants will be taken on a
journey to communicate the impact of a project, activity or service from inception
to completion. The session provides a mixture of activities that give participants
the opportunity to have some hands-on experience of using some tools and
work through an example project.
Focus on International Library and Information Work Vol. 49, No. 2 2018
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CILIP ILIG Business

Bring an idea for a project, service or an activity that you would like
to do. Examples could range from a project or piece of work that influenced
a change in the wider organisation, involvement in a new training session or a
core service that you’d like to demonstrate the value of. Ultimately, we want
participants to return to work with something tangible showing how the service
contributes to your organisation and give some ideas about how to share their
work.
The session will be led by:
Tracey Pratchett, Knowledge & Library Services Manager, Lancashire Teaching
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Victoria Treadway, Library & Knowledge Service Lead, Wirral University
Teaching Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
On completion of this session trainees will be able to:
1. Outline how new or completed projects have value to the organisation or
wider sector
2. Draft a brief project plan outlining resources required, team and costs
3. Identify a range of evaluation methods with a view to demonstrating impact
4. Consider what demonstrating impact looks like
5. Use examples from others to disseminate how their service impacts on their
organisation / wider sector
Follow this link to book now: https://www.cilip.org.uk/events/EventDetails.
aspx?id=1122492&group=201303
Closing date 20th October, but early booking is recommended as places are
limited to ensure maximum assistance for each delegate.
Terms and conditions: An invoice will be raised on receipt of your booking. We cannot accept
cancellations or offer refunds once you have registered onto the event. If any booked delegate is unable
to attend we will be pleased to accept a substitute if notified in writing at least 24 hours in advance substitute names should be emailed to us. If this is not possible, then cancellation of this place will be
charged at the invoiced fee.

Pricing:
CILIP members £90 with VAT = £108
Non CILIP members £100 with VAT =£120
Unwaged CILIP members £75 with VAT= £90
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Alan Hopkinson Award
Huge congratulations to Ivan
Donadello who received the 2018
Alan Hopkinson Award to attend IFLA
WLIC in Kuala Lumpur!
The Alan Hopkinson Award is a
trust fund was set up to enable one
CILIP member per year to attend the
IFLA World Library and Information
Congress (WLIC). Alan Hopkinson
was an active member of CILIP ILIG
from 2004 until his death. As well as
regularly attending IFLA conferences,
he was very interested in assisting
young professional librarians from
developing countries. He was involved
in the Commonwealth Fellowship
scheme and in training young
professionals from Eastern Europe.
Presidential Commission on developing
a CILIP International Policy
Presidential Commission on
developing a CILIP International
Policy
CILIP has established a Presidential
Commission led by CILIP President
Ayub Khan to develop a CILIP
international policy. The aim is to
provide CILIP with a vision and
purpose for its international work
and a roadmap showing how this can
be achieved. The Commission’s work
is expected to run until the end of
2018 and will include consulting with

international colleagues about CILIP's
future international activity.
Please complete this CILIP survey
which asks what broader professional
interests and priorities you would like
to see CILIP engage with in the future:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/
HMV26HJ
Are you interested in joining
a virtual advisory group on
international matters?
The purpose of the group will be
to act as a centre of expertise within
Member Networks to advise on a
CILIP vision for international matters
and to highlight areas of international
engagement and activity we could
do which would help us to achieve
outcomes, especially in growing
CILIP membership and increasing
the international profile of the UK
information sector as a whole.
If you are interested in joining this
group please let us know by sending
an email to policy@cilip.org.uk.
Look out for an interview with Ayub
Khan Chair of CILIP’s Presidential
Commission on International in
the September issue of the CILIP
Information Professional magazine.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
CILIP ILIG INFORMALS AND MEETINGS
CILIP ILIG Informals at CILIP HQ
Wednesday 12 September
From the Grassroots: Case studies on health information in Africa
hosted jointly with the CILIP Health Libraries Group (HLG)
led by Ete Grant and Stevie Russell
Wednesday 10 October
We Can Help! : How the British Council has supported
libraries under pressure since 1934
hosted by Stephan Roman
Wednesday 14 November
Inspiration, Education and Lots of Travel!
Jane Secker, Chair of the CILIP Information Literacy Group, will
share her experiences of attending the European Conference
on Information Literacy over the past five years.
Please check the CILIP ILIG Website nearer the time for further details:
Informals are friendly and informative gatherings.They are aimed at anyone who has
an interest in the international library and information scene. Generally there is no
charge and our Informals allow plenty of time for networking and free refreshments.

CILIP ILIG Workshop

Friday 2 November
Big Ideas - Big Impact - for Big Return!
How to demonstrate impact in 5 easy steps

IFLA World Library and Information Congress 2018

24-30 August 2018
The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
84th Annual General Conference and Assembly - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
More information: https://2018.ifla.org/
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